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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying welcome to nArts and Africa11
• 

Later in the programme we'll be travelling up the river Nile to the 
land where Mricans and Arabs meet - indeed where they've met and lived 
togexher and inter-married for many thousands of years, and where 
they've created a unique blend of cultures. We're also going to bear 
from fagil Mandy, a Ugandan poet, playwright and school teacher who's 
in England directing one of his plays atthe'University of Leeds 
Theatre Workshop. His play,· called "Endless Night" brings together two 
families, one living in comfort a.nd the other in great poverty. In 
the poverty-stricken family the father is blind and the mother lame, 
but the other couple also suffer because they are childless. And 
to escape from their situations the childless woman runs away with 
a beggar boy. When Florence Akst met Fagil Mandy she wanted to know 
what his motives were in writing "En:iless Night". First he talked 
about the attraction of the European Theatre of The Absurd and what he 
described as the absurdity of life in Uganda in the past decade~ 
But he put forward a furthur reason for writing his plays. 

F.AGIL MANDY 

I'm very, very interested in exploring human relationships. And 
within those relationships, my main concern is my emphasis on the role 
of a child in a family circle. And you realise that in "Engless 
Night", Adika the small boy plays quite a significant part. I 
mean his father calls him his seeing eyes, his seeing guide. And he is 
the one who actually helps in bringing about the explosion at the 
end. You know, because he keeps asking these questions. So three 
factors: the theatre of the absurd, the absurd situation in Uganda, 
and my love for human relationships, and within those,- particular 
emphasis on the role of a child form my general attitude what 
theatre in Uganda should do. I think that my role now as a 
playwright is not so much to tackle political questions with a big 
capital 'P', but I think the problem is individuals understanding 
themselves. Because I think, unless we understand ourselves, 
unless Ugandans understand ourselves in our various tribes, our various 
classes, we cannot begin working on relating with each other. 
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FLORENCE AKST 

So this isn't so much theatre of development, which I've been 
hearing ab.out lately, as theatre. as therapy. 

FAGIL MANDY 

Yes, theatre as therapy, theatre as a means of self-examination. 

FLORENCE AKST 

And do you think this is necessary in Africa? I would have 
thought that there were other priorities. 

FAGIL MANDY 

Yes, this is not the first time I am hearing that comment, but 
I think that unless a. people of a nation begin to understand themselves, 
they cannot succeed in building a nation. If they fail in understanding 
the significance of acceptance, the significance o:f kindness, the 
significance of a person talking well to you, how are you going to do 
that to another person, and how is that going to be transformed into 
a social norm? 

FLORENCE AKST 

Now why do you think that you can achieve your ends through 
drama? Wouldn't there be other ways of achieving this end? 

FAGIL MANDY 

Well, originally my best form of expression was poetry. And 
then I thought I could expand poetry into a dramatic form~ I mean 
that power of seeing an image on stage, and how it communicates, it 
pulls the audience from their seats and grips their souls. I think 
that the most important thing about the theatre. And I might 
throw in here, I also believe my way of writing in theatre is not 
through narrative as such, through a well made storys but I like 
what I call imagist theatref theatre that basically works through 
-creation of images on the stage, and relating them without actually 
talking to the audience directly. I find that people get more 
gripped. I mean my audience at home they say "Endless Night" is in 
English, but the audience that turned up to see that play were all 
the local people from the market stalls, from the shops, you know 
and things like that plus the'intellectuals. They all understood 
because it was not working basically through the use of the word 
as a sort of campaign or political jargon. It was using solidly 
built images on stage. 

FLORENCE AKST 

So you were attacking several censors at once? 

FAGIL MANDY 

Yes. And I think that's the best way a theatre should operate. 
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FLORENCE AKST 

People·outside, Uganda wonder, as I do, whether theatre survived 
during the worst days, for instance the end of the regime of Idi 
Amin, was there always some theatre going in those days? 

FAGIL MANDY 

There was and a very, very interesting thing which I have raised 
in my dissitatioh which I wrote on the essays of childrens theatre 
in Uganda. I do say that Amin's time did give rise to a new theatre. 
It's amazing because let's take it logically. Amin declared the 
economic war and all the Asians and the British people left and there 
was this influx you know of people looking for means of making 
money. It has got its negative points and its positive points. 
But one of its positive points is that at that time, 1971, a lot 
of people really dashed into theatre because mark you previous to 
that there were a :few Ugandan groups who were performing, there 
were not more than five. But I can tell you by the end of 1972 
there would have been more than filty performing groups and now 
there are about one hundred and sixty perfc0rmi.ng groups in Uganda. 
You see there was. this heavy censorship by the government against 
intellectuals, against university lecturers bla, bla, bla. So 
what we had were people from market stalls, those were the people 
who really started the theatre in 1972. They can along with their 
audiences and so they wrote plays and some of them are still 
writing plays. That will please their audience which works with 
them, lives with them and believes the way they believe. So in a 
way a theatre for the people, by the people, is on the way in 
Uganda through that mere accident of 1972. 

FLORENCE AKST 

But your play which you described sounds much more sophisticated. 

FAGIL MANDY 

Yes it does. My point has been about apathetic intellectuals, 
the ones who have been suppressed, who have taken the policy of 
"let's stay indoors·but keep safe so that we escape victimisation". 
I think that those people have got a lot to contribute towards a 
naticn. And my aim has been to probe into their eyes, that 
particular block of people and this is why I have written in English 
and I tackled the matter which I am tackling. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

The Ugandan writer, Fagil Mandy, talking to Florence Akst. 

Our music comes from southern Egypt, from the Nubians, people 
I know about principally because they're mentioned from time to time 
in the records we have in ancient times. But David Ambrose has 
been telling me about the Nubians 0£ the twentieth century. He's 
been visiting their region and recording their music. 
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TAPE 

NUBIAN MUSIC. 

ALEX TETTER-LARTEY 

David, we have just heard that piece of music from the 
Nubians. Now who are these Nubians? 

DAVID AMBROSE 

Well. they are the people who used to live in the area known 
as Nubia which is now submerged under the Lake Nasser, the 
enormous reservoir which is behind the Aswan dam. In Egypt where 
I recorded that piece of music the Nubians now live in a territory 
that is known_as New Nubia and that's where they were moved to in 
a really-sort of forceable emigration at. the beginning of the 
sixties when the enormous lake was created and their original 
territories were inundated. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

I don't intend to denigrate them but in ancient times, they 
seem to have been very popular as slaves. Very rich people or 
Noblemen always seem to have possessed a Nubian slave. Why was 
this? 

DAVID AMBROSE 

This is certainly true in many of the Arabian courts. I 
think the Nubians did quite well for themselves as well though. 
In fact they did just the same sort of thing. They went into 
inner Africa and took slaves from there. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

;,, Ar - they a distinctive people or would you describe them as 
part Egyptian, part Sudanese or whatever? 

DAVID AMBROSE 

Well that is what makes them distinctive that they are 
absolutely on the boundary between the Arabic world and black 
Africa. Their culture has very definitely taken something from both 
sidese The Egyptian Nubians are really an ethnic minority within 
Egypt. There's no doubt about-it. Their blood is far more Negro, 
their language is Sudanic, it's part of the Sudanic set of languages. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Do they move about as they used to do in a nomadic way? 

DAVID AMBROSE 

Well they were never actually truly nomadic. One of the interest
ing things about Nubia and perhaps one of the reasons why they haven't 
been able to h~g. on 1.o their territory is that they never had clearly 
defined boundaries. When the seasons were good then they were 
homesteaders, but if the rains didn't come and they had to be 
wandering pasturalists, they didn't mind too much. I think that 
that tendency is still there. They tend to travel quite a lot, the 
men at any rate, away from home particularly in the rich gulf states 
of Arabia. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now that piece of music we heard, how w:> uld you descri.be it? 

DAVID AMBROSE 

Well that's pretty much Nubian pop music, I think. The· 
traditional Nubian music which very definitely owes a lot to 
Africa with its heavy reliant on drumming and call and response 
in the singing, tends to be played just with large, skin covered 
drums or with the solo tambora but there we heard people playing 
accordians·and electric guitars and so on and this is the new 
style of music that•s coming out in Nubia now. 

ALEX TETTEH~LARTEY 

Yes. Well who are the best known singers among them? 

DAVID AMBROSE 

One of the best known singers in the Aswan area and who in 
fact lives there is a gentleman called Omar. He can be seen walking 
down the main street in Aswant everybody knows him and it must be 
quite a pleasure for him because he can hear everybody humming his 
tunes. I heard his songs being sung everywhere and I was able to see 
him actually performing at a wedding. It•s quite often that quite 
well-known people are invited to make the music at weddings which 
are very democratic affairs and everyone goes along and dances in 
the street. I was abl.e• to see Omar playing the lute with a group 
of musicians just on the outskirts of Aswan. 

T.APE· -
NUBIAN MUSIC - OMAR 

DAVID AMBROSE 

Yes that's an example of Omar performing at a wedding. He 
was surrounded by crowds of admirers and it was quite a big event 
for the locals, to have this man arriving. He drove up in a taxi 
surrounded by helpers and there was a great cheer when he took his 
place on the stage. Although it's rather hard to hear it amongst all 
the shouting and singing and the other musicians, he's there playing 
the lute, a beautifully engraved fret worked instrument which I would 
think would have cost him quite a lot of money. He really cut quite 
an impressive figure. He joined in with all the other singers and 
other musicians, quite a few whom he hadn't really met before and 
sang a mixture of pop songs and more traditional wedding songs. 
Sometimes he sang in Nubian, sometimes in Arabic, which really 
illustrates how this is quite a diverse and a nebulous culture, 
one that is hard to define because it owes so much to different 
cultures. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

David Ambrose, and he' 11 be returning to If Arts and Africa1
' to 

t:ell us more . about Omar and his fellow Nubian pop stars in a future 
programme. And to play their music, of course. I'm looking forward 
to you joining me for more "Arts and Mrican at this time next week. 
Until then from Alex Tetteh-Lartey, it's goodbye. 

TAPE 

NUBIAN MUSIC. 


